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Syrian Civil War : A Military Assessment 

Ali Bilgin Varlık* 

 

1. Content and Instruction 

The headlines of my presentation follows the headlines below:.  

- Syrian Civil War Overall Military Situation  

- Security Consequences of Syrian Civil War to Turkey  

- Political-Military Assessment  

 

2. Overall Military Situation  

There are mainly two main 

characteristics of the Syrian civil war. 

Firs is the internationalization of an 

internal conflict, the second is its 

devastating affects on its national 

human and material assets.  

The civil war which started between the government forces and the Syrian 

‘opposition’, while gradually acquiring a sectarian dimension, eventually turned into an 

international conflict. Half a decade struggle has left the nation exhausted and 

impoverished. The uprising has turned to an internationalized civil war with the 

contribution of external powers. Not only all regional powers but also global powers 

have also contributed the conflict in one way or others. 

These two characteristics mainly increased complexity of the situation and 

created the following results. Additionally all forms of hybrid warfare makes the 

situation more complex than ever. In this context a variety of hostile acts and crimes 

against humanity  from ethnic cleansing to use of chemical weapons has alreadydy 

witnessed.  
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Multi-party rival groups' ambiguous ambitions has created not only political but 

also military fog of operation. As of now Syrian battlefields are areas where all parties 

fight everyone. Countless military militia and countless factions struggle have a lot to 

defy others. Military balance has not reached to a stagnant maturity yet. 

 

2. Humanitarian Costs1  

Syria as a whole has been totally devastated with huge humanitarian and 

material costs. Total Refugee (Registered) counted as 4.719.6,2 as mainly 2.620.553 in 

Turkey, 245.543 in Iraq, 637.859 in Jordan, 118.512 in Egypt, 1.069.111 in Lebanon, 

313.035 in Serbia, 218.186 in Germany, 105.889 in Sweden, 72.004 in Hungary, 34.154 

in Austria and 29.816 in Netherlands.3 

In 2015, 440.000 Syrian fled abroad by illegal ways  while only 897.645 asylum 

seekers demands were registered as official request.4 Over than 7,6 million are 

internally displaced.5Unregistered refugees and internally displaced are assessed as 11 

million.  

Although there are estimates that in approximations 370,000 of which are 

122.997 civilian lost their lives, 271,138 losses are registered.6 Losses per major cities as 
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of the beginning of 2016 are as follows: Aleppo, 41,5 k; Damask (Sham), 31,2 k; Latkia 

and Banias region 17,6 k; Deyrizor, 8,2 k.7 

Another 32.000 people are unknown or kidnapped. All major habitats are under 

siege. UN and other humanitarian and relief initiatives are unable to break through 

mined roads and hostile acts to reach survivors.8 Locations under siege which requires 

urgent humanitarian relief operations are mainly as follows but not limited with those:9  

- Allepo region: Fu’ah, Kefreya  

- Damask (Sham): Kafr Batna, Nadaya, Moadamiya. 

 

3. What an internationalized internal conflict!  

The western world lost its initial 

motivation and determination after 

Libyan crisis. We also have to note 

France's manipulation on using 

NATO's capabilities to shape the 

security environment for her behalf. 

China and Russian vetoes to no-fly-

zone applications were normal 

reactions to what happened in Libya.  

Until the assassination of her Ambassador to Tripoli, U.S. decision makers were 

unaware of the danger of radicals sent to Syria also by way of Turkey.  

Coalition partners such as Saudi Arabia, Qatar had to take precautionary 

measures to some of their prosperous citizens for halting financial support to ISIL before 

they directly fight against the terrorists on the ground.  

Russian assistance to Syrian regime was merely against opposing groups 

(Independent Syrian Army) but ISIL and Al Nusra.  

Turkey eroded her traditional dignity by the ideological shift from laicism to 

Sunnî sectarianism and her tolerance and indirect support to PYD-YPG during the 

capture of Kobani/Ayn Al Arab. Turkey’s age-old foreign policy principle of non-

intervention, became a party to this war. At the same time as Turkey went into a 

protracted and bloody conflict with PKK in SE Turkey, about 3 million Syrian citizens 
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became refugees in Turkey and the Turkish government almost completely lost its 

ability to have a leverage in this crisis. Under the current circumstances, a review of 

Syria policy by the Turkish government, within the framework of a reformulated 

comprehensive regional policy, is probably overdue. 

Only Iran did what it supposed to do properly. An estimated 5-7 thousands 

Iranian troops fight on behalf of Syrian regime, other than Lebanon Hezbollah and 5-10 

thousand Shiite volunteers from Iraq. 

Americans and Russians hypocrisy insistently supported PYD-YPG terrorist 

organization while blaming Turkey with suspicion of her covert support to radical 

organizations.. Europe felt happy as long as the foreign radical fighters kill each other in 

Syria until Paris and Brussels were hit by the terrorist attacks.  

Foreign fighters are the new form of internationalized crisis which emerged a 

new dimension to Syrian civil war. Perspectives of the Western countries in which 

foreign fighters have been heavily examined are basically deriving from the threat that 

may be created by today’s foreign fighters when they return their countries at a stage. 

Therefore, Western Countries have been focusing on the participation in jihadist 

structures that create threats to the West, and show limited interest to the participations 

in PYD (Democartic Union Party-DUP)/YPG (People’s Defense Units-PDU) or in Christian 

militia. This approach has been reflected to the UN resolutions 2170 and 2178,10 foreign 

fighters/terrorists were defined within the scope of the organizations linked to ISIS and 

Al-Qaida. 

Foreign fighters from 104 countries have been flowing through to civil wars in 

Syria and Iraq since 2011 to the present day. The figure reached to 3,500 in 2012, to 

8,500 in 2013, to 18,000 in 2014, to 25,000 in 2015 and to 30,000 in early 2016, which 

was 1000 in 2011. These figures are received from the information sources of the UN 

and Western countries. According to the sources of Syria, 54,000 foreign fighters from 

87 countries existed only in Syria in 2013. 12,000 of them are Saudis, 14,000 Chechen, 

9,000 Lebanese, the rest 19,000 are from other 84 countries.11 80 percent of the jihadist 

foreign fighters has joined ISIS. These persons constitute 40 percent of the ISIS 

militants.12 
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4. Complexity of the situation 

By the term of "use of all forms 

of hybrid warfare" I mean the 

application of a wide range of military; 

conventional or non-conventional; 

cyber; informative; paramilitary and 

civil use of force methods which also 

encompasses use of chemical agents; crimes against humanity and war crimes, terrorist 

acts. Because of the nature of the Syrian civil war, builders of the expected peace are 

mostly offenders of the past peace. Thus ICC is to work for them. 

When we talk about Syrian opposition we mention about a force of at least 

115,000 fighters organised under 1,500 different groups with different goals. Main 

groups are considers in four folds; 1) Free Syrian Army (FSA) 2) Syrian Democratic 

Forces (SDF) 3) Local groups and coalitions 4) ISIL 

FSA is a brand name or an umbrella concept rather than an effective military 

organization, which erodes its efficiency because of power struggle between its 

sponsors, mainly Saudi Arabia and Qatar. It was initially established under the Hqs of 

Joint Command for the Revolution’s Military Council,13 however inconsistency14 caused 

by the shareholders as Saudi Arabia and Qatar paralyzed the organization. The new 

formation under the Syrian Opposition and Revolutionary Forces National Council 

(SORFNC) was too short to meet expectations.15 The High Military Committee is the 

military coordination body of SORFNC.16 SORFNC claims that 80 per cent of the Syrian 

oppositon belongs to it however there need more evidence to believe it.17 

SDF is a bubby organization to cover PKK terrorist organization affiliated PYD-

YPG. Majority of SDF is composed of YPG, while some Arab tribal groups take part in it. 

An approximate 25.000 troops fight under SDF. PYD has gained more advantages than 

its actual power by exploiting the political gap between parties and Russian and 

American support. It holds majority of the northern Syrian border with Turkey. 18 

Local groups vary and don't represent uniformity neither in manpower, nor in 

organization. The major fighter group is Cabat el Nusra founded in 2011. 19 El Nusra's 

gain in power in shot time was mainly caused by the external support it provided. 20 The 

organization is backed by the Iraqi El Qaida.21 
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ISIL has about 20.000 fighters in Syria, backed by additional 30.000 troops in 

Iraq. ISIL controls one third of the country. There are some evidences some Saudi 

ballooners has provided financial support to ISIL. ISIL has still the potential to prolong 

the civil war unless international coalition has taken tangible measures and 

commitment.  

On the other side, Syrian Regime seems to hold 65-70,000 manpower of which 

40.000 are eligible to conduct military operations at the outmost.  

Foreign fighters with an approximate total of 30,000 of which by 40% is for ISIL 

exacerbate the complexity of the situation. 

Under this general military situation neither balance of power has meet nor 

maturity or stagnancy occurred yet. This means that the civil war seems to last until two 

major strategic locations Aleppo and Raqa together with Deyrizor secured by one of the 

fighting party.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forces disposition dictated that the civil war is likely to prolong and peace talks 

will be the share of Syrian territorial integrity between not only the rival groups but also 

global and regional powers. Military situation map shows that no party holds a self 

sustainable region. So Syria is too small to separated but too beg to be unified. 
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5. Security Consequences of Syrian Civil War to Turkey  

High refugee influx and long-

term refugee problems. Although the 

Turkish people has shown an 

exemplary generosity and an amazing 

hospitality towards Syrian refugees for 

over five years and almost all non-

governmental organisations have been 

working smoothly in cooperation with 

Turkish authorities and the 

international community, still it is a huge burden on the Turkish economy and Turkish 

social fabric as well as security risks it presents. On the other hand, in a country where 

unemployment is over 11%, there is very little opportunity and legal framework for 

effective employment of Syrians in Turkey, let alone mid-to-long term integration.  

Security of the national border is another cause of concern for Turkey. Foreign 

fighters and terrorist infiltrations damages Turkey's security.  

One hundred years after Sykes-Picot, as the regional borders are now de facto 

being redrawn, the ‘Kurdish’ card has been forcefully reintroduced into regional and 

global geopolitical calculations and it has been internationalized. All these developments 

have had a profound effect on Turkey and Turkey’s foreign and security policies. 

Turkey is currently under a type of triple containment between PKK affiliated 

PYG-YPG, ISIL and Syrian Regime-Russia. Turkey is now surrounded with ‘antagonists’ 

and confronted with grave challenges; it has to revise its Syria policy in the light of 

recent developments.  

Internal polarization; lack of national consensus and unity are the major 

obstacles for the revision of Turkish foreign policy. These challenges cannot possibly be 

dealt with single-handedly by a government based on a single (albeit majority) party. A 

national mobilisation based on a national consensus is an absolute necessity. Still, 

resolution of problems of such magnitude will take much time and effort. 

Syrian civil war has also melted Syrian Turkish identity. Syrian Turks has long 

been out of support. Jihadist groups are active in their homelands. 
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Turkish-Russian Crisis which caused by the sot down of Russian airplane has not 

only frustrated Turkey's economic, political relations with Russia but hampered 

Turkey's initiatives for peace in Syria. 

Syria was not the first time American foreign policy failed; actually Syria simply 

represented a link in a long chain of failures—based on miscalculations, faulty 

intelligence and poor political-military judgements. One other major burden of 

American miscalculations is the collapse of Turkish-American strategic partnership.  

Turkish foreign policy also caused to lose of ground for chances of being a 

regional power. The imbalance between Turkey's hard-soft-wise power seems the major 

elements of failed foreign policy.  

 

6. Political-Military Assessment  

Turkey is so heavily engaged in the Syrian crisis that she has hardly any room for 

manoeuvre. This stagnation dictates a substantial shift in political stance, however there 

is no sign and political will to initiate alternatives.  

Spread of instability to Turkey not only jeopardised peace and security of the 

state because of the terrorist attacks to civilian targets but also hindered Turkish Army's 

potential use of force capabilities beyond its borders.  

Turkish military is currently busy with operations in southeast Turkey to regain 

control of the areas which were reluctantly left to PKK terrorist organisation for the sake 

of failed reconciliation process. Operations are successful however this does not help 

situational superiority since tactical level success does not compensate failures at the 

strategic level.  

Having said that, one should not underestimate that Turkish statecraft has a 

characteristic to act independently to secure its national security even against 

international resistance. Past experiences such as Cyprus intervention in 1974, Kardak 

crisis between Greece and Turkey in 1996 and hut pursuit operations against PKK in 

Iraq during 1990's are some examples for that. 
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7. What should be done militarily both for the sake of Turkey's security and 

for Syria's stability  

Cessation of hostilities and the ongoing peace talks are prerequisites for stability 

in the country but not enough.  

Although U.S., Russia, France and the others echo Syria's territorial integrity, it 

seems to be on paper since rival parties will no longer reach to that level of consensus.  

A federation with loose ties is likely to be more successful and sustainable.  

In order to prepare minimum security conditions for the future.  

- Within the framework of UNR2P (Responsibility to Protect) protected areas 

(safe havens) fortified by no-fly-zones are to be established.  

- PYD-YPG should be internationally treated as a terrorist organization. So Kurds 

in Syria should be freed from its suppression.  

- ISIL and other Al Qaeda affiliates should be defeated both in Syria and Iraq. 

Sunni Arabs should be freed from its suppression.  
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